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WWE Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition by Brian Shields, Kevin Sullivan With more than one thousand superstars on four
hundred packed pages, and covering all eras from the sixties to today's superstars, the WWE Encyclopedia is the
ultimate definitive guide to World Wrestling Entertainment.

When conflict arose between two parties, it got settled one-on-one in a test of strength. To the victor, of
course, went bragging rights. Fast-forward to the 21st century, and you will see that wrestling today follows
that same simple formula â€¦ only ritualized, formalized and showbized. The organization known as WWE
World Wrestling Entertainment features raw athleticism, elaborate costumes, fireworks, storylines and
thousands of screaming fans that show up to jam-packed arenas all over the world every Monday night. These
faithful share the cultural phenomenon known as the WWE Universe. As with any form of entertainment that
features competitive violence, the WWE and professional wrestling have their detractors. Many highbrow
citizens consider wrestling primitive, a sort of low-culture bread-for-the-masses entertainment with farcical,
predetermined outcomes. Professional wrestling folk still talk about this as among the strangest stories in the
lore of the sport. Elitists can hate on professional wrestling all they want. The master of another kind of canvas
spent his final years drawn to wrestling on television, which he considered grand theater, a morality pageant
where good went against evil and almost always won. Hollywood seems to get it tooâ€”look at the number
and quality of movies focused on professional wrestling: The One and Only. Even some of our favorite
celebrities get it. Some celebrities even got involved in the action themselves. One of the all-time greatest
Wrestler vs. The two aggravated each other in squared circles all over Memphis, letting the heat between them
build to a big showdown match. Kaufman thought he could hang with the pros. He ended up eating a
piledriver for his efforts. Age seven, channel surfing with my friends after a long and arduous battle with Nerf
guns, we flopped down to relax. I was chubby and had asthma at the time. Between puffs of my inhaler, I
found my first love. I had no idea why these two men would be fighting one another, but I knew a
comic-book-come-to-life when I saw one. These men and women dressed in tights and flew through the air
without actually having powers. Stunned, hooked, enthralled â€¦ that moment, my life changed. The next day,
I started a mission to learn everything I could about wrestling. I educated myself on the characters,
catch-phrases, and culture of the sport â€¦ and found wrestlers with whom I could identify. I grew less shy
about myself and my bulk. I became more outspoken, like my heroes. As I grew older, I identified with the
bad guys moreâ€”they helped me get in touch with my inner smart-aleck. But I could also identify with many
different characters in wrestling â€¦ and cheer for the ones I wanted. They could be babyfaces good guys or
heels bad guys. Positive or negative outcome, I basked in the exploits of wrestlers with other fans, and
together we reacted as a communityâ€”the WWE Universe. We cheered or booed as if it really affected the
outcome of every match. Opening the WWE Encyclopedia brought back those memories and moments,
documented in one giant volume of wrestling knowledge. The guy used to wrestle in low-budget independent
promotions all over the world. He picked the brains of veterans. He drove hours in his car to shows thousands
of miles from home. The book offers a pictured A-Z account of CM Punk and every other wrestler, tag team,
diva, manager or announcer that has been through the WWE locker room. As one who follows all things
wrestling, I lobby for their inclusion in revised editions. I also think the WWE Encyclopedia could feature
more results of past events. The book touches on important wrestling moments like Wrestlemania and
Summerslam, but it would be a more comprehensive guide with all results of pay-per-view broadcasts and
major shows. Do you have a wrestling fan in your life? This encyclopedia makes a great gift. Beneficiaries can
proudly display it on a bookshelf right beside the other art books â€¦ especially the ones by Picasso. Steve
Urena is a journalist based in Flanders, N. Tags wwe Recently in Books.
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The WWE Encyclopedia is a reference book featuring in-depth knowledge surrounding the leading organization in
professional wrestling, World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE).

Ryan Droste for Wrestleview. If you are looking for a beautifully designed book full of biographies, title
histories, big match results, and 50 years of history in one place, the WWE Encyclopedia is exactly what you
are looking for. Authors Brian Shields Main Event: You will find literally everyone in this book. You will find
them here, guaranteed. The amount of space dedicated to a superstar, of course, depends on their contribution
to the sport. Some of the career biographies stretch across more than one page, while others make up just a
paragraph. The WWE has advertised this book as the ultimate companion book to watching their product, and
it would be hard to argue with that statement. This book could come in especially handy when watching a
classic event with someone who is a bit of a pro wrestling novice. Who is this strange man in the ring, they
ask? Hand them the WWE Encyclopedia. To me, the images are what make this book worthwhile. If you are a
wrestling fan, this is the ultimate coffee table book. There are all kinds of gems to be found in the pages of
WWE history that are present. As you browse through the book, you will see every short-lived announcer,
manager, and referee from the past. One interesting two-page spread in the book lists, decade by decade, the
referees from that period of time. Even the best of the best among wrestling history buffs probably could not
come up with this information off the top of their head. There is something for everyone in this book.
However, it is typically just the main event result that is given print. The Royal Rumble entry lists all of the
winners of the annual battle royal, year by year. The rest of the pay per view event entries typically includes
the main event from each event. The WrestleMania result pages, though, list every match on the card. It would
be impossible for me to discuss everything in this book. Every time you open it up, you will discover
something new. For example, during my first reading I did not notice that there are even breakdowns for all of
the Diva Search and NXT competitions. There are all kinds of gems to be found, reading after reading, with
this book. Shields and Sullivan had quite the task when setting out to break down this much history into a
relatively small amount of space. Faced with this challenge, the authors have certainly delivered the goods.
Whether you are the most knowledgeable fan or a beginner to this crazy world known as sports entertainment,
there is something for you in this book. I guarantee you that this book will find a spot in that stack. Next time
you turn on that old Coliseum Video and have no idea who that is in the ring during a random six-man tag
from the mid s, the WWE Encyclopedia will answer that question for you. While there are other books and
biographies that will certainly give you more inside information on these stars and their careers, that is not
what this book sets out to accomplish. These are encyclopedia entries through and through, and the WWE
Encyclopedia is a strong attempt at summarizing 50 years of WWE history.
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Find great deals on eBay for wwe encyclopedia 2nd edition. Shop with confidence.
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wwe encyclopedia Get the history, facts, and stats on every Superstar to ever lace up a pair of boots, from the territorial
days of wrestling all the way to today's WWE and NXT! Over full-color pages and over 1, profiles, the WWE all-time
roster has been expanded to epic proportions.
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